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Exceptional spaces for sustainable living: the regulation of One 
Planet Developments in the open countryside 
 
Neil Harris, School of Geography and Planning, Cardiff University, Wales, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract 
This pape  e plo es the egi e of p a ti es  that a e put i  pla e he  o el fo s of sustai a le 
living in the countryside are proposed that nevertheless contrast with established planning 
rationalities of urban containment and countryside protection. The article uses Fou ault s o ept of 
governmentality to explore the innovative and arguably progressive One Planet Development policy 
in Wales. The paper focuses in particular on the Ecological Footprint and its associated data and 
monitoring requirements as a way of demonstrating One Planet Living. The analysis highlights the 
te sio s et ee  e a li g O e Pla et De elop e t a d the go e a e of i di iduals  li es a d 
behaviours. 
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Introduction: environmental limits and One Planet Development 
There has in recent years been a revival in planning and environmental policy of the concept of 
environmental limits (Owens and Cowell, 2011). This resurrects historical concerns that present 
consumption patterns could see society approach limits to growth, and a decline in social, economic 
and environmental conditions (Meadows et al, 1972, p. 23). This paper focuses on One Planet Living 
as a recent conceptualisation of living within environmental limits (Honig et al, 2015; Desai, 2010; 
Holden et al, 2015). One Planet Living entails living within the capa it  of the Ea th s esou es a d 
demands that we start to live quite differently, focusing on reducing consumption of resources, 
understanding the demands our everyday practices place on the environment, and not exceeding our 
fai  sha e of the Ea th s resources. Individuals, families and communities increasingly propose 
alternative forms of development to facilitate their progress towards One Planet living. These O e 
Pla et De elop e ts  take diffe e t fo s, a gi g f o  ode , technologically-driven exemplars 
of sustainable living to land-based low impact developments. One Planet Developments, depending 
on where they are located in the world, will be subject to varying degrees of land use regulation. Some 
will be subject to minimal controls over land use and development, and communities will be relatively 
free to pursue One Planet Developments. Other areas operate detailed systems for managing 




This paper examines One Planet Developments in open countryside, which are usually permaculture-
based low impact developments outside of established settlement boundaries (Fairlie, 1996; Pickerill 
and Maxey, 2009a; Thorpe, 2015). The study explores One Planet Developments in Wales, in the 
United Kingdom, where there is a well-established system of planning controls. A One Planet 
Development is defined in this context as de elop e t that th ough its lo  i pa t eithe  e ha es 
o  does ot sig ifi a tl  di i ish e i o e tal ualit  (Welsh Government, 2010a, p. 24). It is the 
location of residential One Planet Developments in open countryside that is academically interesting 
and controversial in practice, given that they are exceptional forms of development contrary to 
established planning rationalities of urban containment. The emergence of ne  fo s  of 
development can challenge - and help us to understand - the discourses and rationalities embedded 
in planning systems (Murdoch and Abram, 2002). The planning system is a key site where these 
controversies are played out, yet the planning system is also a po e ful e ha is  fo  learning to 
li e ithi  li its  (Owens and Cowell, 2011, p. 18) and a framework for driving society towards 
sustainable development (Thorpe, 2015). The central aim of the paper is to explore, usi g Fou ault s 
concept of governmentality, how the planning system promotes and regulates new and novel forms 
of sustainable development, such as One Planet Development, that nevertheless conflict with 
established planning rationalities. 
 
This introduction has briefly introduced the principle of One Planet Living. The next section explains 
the theo eti al f a i g of the pape  usi g Fou ault s o ept of go e e talit  as a ea s of 
exploring how government - through the planning system - conducts and regulates not only land uses, 
but also lifestyles and behaviours. The paper then outlines the context and methodology for the 
empirical parts of the paper. The methodology is followed by an account of how a rationality of urban 
containment and countryside protection has shaped the way the planning system deals with new 
development in the countryside. Wales  O e Pla et De elop e t pla i g poli  is i t odu ed as a 
e e t e eptio  to the atio alit  of u a  o tai e t, alo gside a  a ou t of stakeholde s  
reactions to this policy. The empirical sections examine the egi e of p a ti es  designed to enable 
and regulate One Planet Developments in the open countryside. These include the Ecological 
Footprint as a means of measuring resource and consumption use, and mechanisms for ensuring 
compliance with planning restrictions, often involving residents of One Planet Development gathering 
detailed information on their daily practices. The penultimate section brings together these elements 
in a discussion of how a Foucauldian governmentality framework helps us to understand the 
regulation of One Planet Developments. A concluding section reflects on the One Planet Development 
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poli  itself a d su a ises the pape s o t i utio  to iti al Foucauldian analyses of land use 
planning. 
 
Governmentality and land-use planning 
 
The theoretical lens articulated in this paper for exploring One Planet Developments in open 
ou t side is Fou ault s o ept of go e e talit . The pape  the efo e contributes to critical 
studies of land-use regulation using Fou ault s work (see Huxley, 2018). The paper is a theoretically-
informed analysis of planning regulation and is therefore characteristic of the p a ti e tu  i  
planning theory (Inch, 2018, p. 205). Foucauldian analyses of planning are typically associated with a 
da k side of pla i g theo  emphasising social control, surveillance and subjection (Inch, 2018; 
Huxley, 2018; Yiftachel, 1998; Flyvbjerg, 1996; Certomà, 2015). Yet this reflects a partial account of 
Fou ault s work (Huxley, 2018) and an increasing range of studies fo us o  e pa di g Fou ault s 
concepts applied to planning, including the concept of governmentality (Certomà, 2015). This study 
reinforces two of the key approaches that Huxley (2018, pp. 216-7) identifies to the use of Foucault in 
critical planning studies. The first of these is that which explores the dark side of planning regulation, 
focusing on surveillance and disciplinary mechanisms of control. The empirical sections of this paper 
illustrate how surveillance and disciplinary mechanisms feature prominently in the regulation of One 
Pla et De elop e ts i  the ope  ou t side. The se o d i  Hu le s  atego isatio  of 
pla i g a ade i s  use of Fou ault is fo used o  go e e talit . This paper uses the Foucauldian 
concept of governmentality to explore One Planet Developments as a vehicle for enabling individuals, 
subject to a series of conditions and constraints, to live a low impact lifestyle in the open countryside 
(Foucault, 1977, 1978, 2007; see also Dean, 2010; Rose, 1999). Foucault introduced the concept of 
governmentality to address the issue of populatio  a d the p o le ati  of go e e t  (1994a, p. 
201), and identified the critical questions to be asked in exploring governmentality: 
 
Ho  to go e  o eself, ho  to be governed, how to govern others, by whom the people 
ill a ept ei g go e ed  Fou ault, a, p, 202). 
 
Foucault (1994a, pp. 219-220) defined go e e talit  as the e se le fo ed  the i stitutio s, 
procedures, analyses, and reflections, the calculations and tactics that allow the exercise of this very 
specific albeit complex form of power, which has as its ta get populatio . Governmentality is often 
ha a te ised as the o du t of o du t  Dea , , p.  a d land use planning is one of a myriad 
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diffe e t a s i  hi h people s eha iou s a d a tio s a e shaped via disciplinary and regulatory 
techniques (Certomà, 2015, p. 29-30). Planning is a fo  of policing  i  a Fou auldia  se se Go do , 
1991, p. 10), which controls where the population can live, and to some extent how and under what 
conditions they can live there. 
 
There are several advantages to adopting a governmentality perspective for the exploration of One 
Planet Developments in the open countryside. The first is that One Planet Developments challenge 
established discourses of restricting new residential in open countryside. Huxley (2018) highlights 
Fou ault s o k as ei g espe iall  valuable for analysing the diffe e t atio alities at o k i  
different regimes of dis ou ses, ules a d p o edu es  Hu le , , p. . Fou ault s iti gs a d 
lectures on governmentality were also produced at a time when a variety of post-war orthodoxies 
were being challenged (Gordon, 1991, p. 6), and so his work is especially well suited to exploring the 
post-war planning rationality of urban containment, and the ways in which One Planet Development 
challenges this. 
 
The second advantage to adopting a governmentality framework for exploring One Planet 
Development is because governmentality focuses on the dist i utio s of a ti ities a d populatio  
(Huxley, 2018, p. 223) – that is, it is concerned with spatial distributions, practices and settings (see 
also Certomà, 2015, p. 28, and Elden and Crampton, 2007). Huxley (2008, p. 1644) identifies the 
centrality of space to the functioning of power in Foucault s o k. The empirical sections of this paper 
highlight the significance of the spatial context of One Planet Developments in open countryside to 
enabling the exercise of specific forms of power. Fou ault s ea l  o ks also illuminated various 
practices of confinement – to the asylum, clinic, and prison (Faubion, 2014, p. 3) – and this paper 
explores development in open countryside that challenges the discourse of confining the population 
to urban areas. Fou ault defi ed go e e t as the ight dispositio  of thi gs  Fou ault, a, p. 
208 . Fou ault s concepts of spatial ordering and rationalities therefore seem particularly insightful 
for a poli  that halle ges app op iate  lo atio s fo  de elop e t, given One Planet Developments 
in the countryside a  e o side ed  so e stakeholde s to e out of pla e  see Hu le , , p. 
145). 
 
A  third advantage to adopting a governmentality perspective is its fo us o  the egi e of p a ti es  
that enable the practice of land use planning and control (Foucault, 1991a, p. 75). One Planet 
Developments are subject to extraordinary mechanisms for monitoring and compliance through the 
planning system because they are an exception to controls over development in open countryside. 
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Jones (2015, p. 151) recognised the potential of a Foucauldian approach to understanding the 
monitoring and data collection associated with low impact developments. This paper extends this by 
exploring Ecological Footprint tools used to regulate One Planet Developments. The Ecological 
Footprint, when allied to the planning system s various management practices, can be read as a 
disciplinary mechanism designed to shape the behaviours of individuals (Foucault, 1977, p. 18). 
 
The final advantage to adopting a Foucauldian perspective in this paper is that it directs attention to 
both the controlling and productive aspects of governmentality. It provides a framework for 
understanding how new forms of living in the countryside are established, while demanding that 
individuals are subject to monitoring of aspects of their lives that do not apply to others. A study of 
One Planet Development provides opportunity to explore the productive projects of subje tifi atio  
that Huxley (2018, p. 208, italics in original) claims as missing from many Foucauldian analyses in 
planning, while also attending to the more conventional elements of discipline, regulation and control. 
So, while the Welsh Go e e t s O e Pla et De elop e t poli  is arguably a progressive planning 
policy – it enables people to live a low impact, land-based livelihood in the countryside - a  fo  of 
classification and regulation and any reform or policy, no matter how progressive, is inescapably 
e eshed i  o t ol a d o alisatio  Huxley, 2002, p. 146, emphasis added). This paper therefore 
examines how a progressive policy - designed to legitimise sustainable means of living in the 
countryside - is nevertheless closely regulated by the planning system. 
 
Context and methodology 
This paper explores One Planet Development in Wales. Planning in Wales shares many similarities with 
England, although with some distinctive characteristics. The Welsh Government – a devolved 
administration of the United Kingdom – sets out the legislative and policy framework within which 
local planning authorities carry out their everyday planning functions. Local planning authorities are 
democratically-elected organisations and so their decisions are political ones informed by professional 
expertise. Their functions include preparing a Local Development Plan, which is a statutory document 
setting out land use requirements over a 10-15 year period, and making decisions on planning 
applications. The Local Development Plan has significant influence over planning decisions, yet the 
system is characterised by a high degree of decision-maker discretion. Consequently, national 
planning policies can have significant influence on individual decisions. This is especially so for new or 
novel forms of development. Planning applications for development may be approved or refused. 
Planning permission is typically granted subject to a series of conditions that control how a 
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development is delivered or used. Applicants for planning permission have a merit-based right of 
appeal through which they can challenge the decisions of local planning authorities. These appeals are 
usually decided by an executive agency called The Planning Inspectorate, and the appeal decisions can 
influence how policy is to be applied and how similar proposals are decided. 
The empirical sections of this paper are based on documentary analysis of proposals for One Planet 
Developments, supplemented by stakeholder interviews. The One Planet Council - an independent 
and voluntary body - maintains a list of One Planet Developments with planning permission or have 
applied for planning permission. The Council identified that by early 2017 eleven separate 
applications, totalling 24 OPD smallholdings, had been approved in Wales. A further four One Planet 
Developments secured planning permission between late 2017 and early 2018 (see figure 2), and 
several others are at mid-2018 being considered or are in pre-application stage. The research focused 
on all eleven developments approved by early 2017. The review of applications and permissions is 
based on several sources of data. The first is documentary analysis of information submitted with and 
generated by consideration of planning applications for One Planet Developments. This information 
includes for each planning application a management plan that sets out how the One Planet 
Development is to be delivered and managed. This is a critical document in setting out how a proposal 
will meet the specific criteria for One Planet Development. The documentary analysis also included 
lo al pla i g autho ities  o ittee epo ts. These reports identify how policy has shaped the 
decision, weighs up the various impacts of the proposals, and what the community and any specialists 
have said about the proposal. Additional material was available for some planning applications in the 
form of local letters or reports objecting to or supporting the proposal. Several early proposals for One 
Planet Development in Wales were also subject to appeal or planning applications were made 
retrospectively following enforcement action. In these cases, Pla i g I spe to s  de isio  lette s on 
appeals against non-determination and refusal of planning permission were also reviewed, and 
documentation related to appeals against enforcement notices. The Planning Inspectorate assisted 
with identifying and providing documentation for all appeal cases for One Planet Developments, and 
similar proposals. This produced a total of 12 appeal decision notices. A search of Welsh media 
coverage of One Planet Developments identified a small selection of newspaper articles. The research 
explored a total of over 50 separate documents. The documentary data was complemented by eight 
in-depth telephone and face-to-face interviews with key stakeholders, including professional 
planners, applicants, prospective applicants and residents of One Planet Developments. Interviewees 
were identified through planning applications and related documents, or with assistance from the One 
Planet Council. Interviews typically lasted between 45 and 60 minutes, were audio-recorded and 
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selectively transcribed. Contextual data was also acquired through attendance at two seminars on 
intentional communities and One Planet Developments.  
 
Rationalities of urban containment and countryside protection 
There have been celebrated attempts to integrate the characteristics of town and country (Howard, 
1898), yet various accounts point to the continuing portrayal of town and country as binaries (Fairlie, 
1996, pp. 8-11; Gallent et al, 2015, pp. 297-8). This conceptual separation of town and country has led 
to particular rationalities of planning regulation in the countryside. Countryside planning in Britain was 
based in the later twentieth century on agricultural fundamentalism, supported by strong conceptions 
of the countryside as an idyllic and symbolic space (Bishop and Phillips, 2004, p. 4; Gallent et al, 2015, 
p. 302; Hodge, 1999, p. 91). Certomà (2015, p. 26) highlights that pla i g atio alities take o  a 
spatial fo , and in this case planning protected the countryside from inappropriate development  
through urban containment: 
The idea [of u a  o tai e t] o  ega  to i ol e the spatial li itatio  of u a  
growth, giving a firm edge to the city to allow the preservation of rural landscapes for 
s e i  a d e eatio al e jo e t a d ete tio  of ag i ultu al la d  Wa d, , p. 
52).  
This discourse of containment applied also to towns and smaller settlements. Post-war planning 
legislation as la gel  desig ed to p ote t the ou t side a d ag i ultu al la d f o  u a  
e oa h e t , hile si ulta eousl  li iti g pla i g ontrols over agricultural activities (Bishop 
and Phillips, 2004, p. 4). Fairlie (1996, p. x) described these simultaneously permissive and restrictive 
controls as a t isted logi  - restricting low impact developments in the countryside, while exempting 
agricultural buildings with significant environmental and visual impact from planning control. 
The restriction of new housing in open countryside is a key feature of the British planning systems 
(Hodge, 1999, p. 92). Planning has operated on the principle that i  the ope  ou t side only the 
most exceptional need should lead to pla i g pe issio  ei g g a ted fo  e  housi g  Gilg, , 
p. 178, emphasis added). The te  ope  ou t side  is usuall  i te p eted as a  u al la d outside 
of defined settlement boundaries. Planning policies allow selected exceptions to this principle. The 
most common exception is for agricultural or fo est  o ke s  d elli gs he e there is a clear 
justification to live on site (Gilg and Kelly, 1997; Fairlie, 1996, p. 39). Another exception is affordable 
rural housing sites immediately outside of village settlement boundaries that would not secure 
planning permission for market housing (Gallent and Bell, 2000; Gallent et al, 2015, pp. 221-222). A 
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further exception in England is for residential proposals of truly outstanding architectural quality (see 
Fairlie, 1996, p. 146 and Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012, paragraph 55). 
These exceptions, by their very definition, reinforce the established rationalities of urban containment 
and countryside protection, yet they also point to carefully justified circumstances in which 
exceptional forms of development can be approved. Later sections of the paper identify that the 
making of exceptions to a prevailing rationality is often met with extensive regulation. 
Many have recognised the changing role of the countryside, especially the growth in the use of the 
countryside for recreation and leisure, and the increasing importance of the countryside as a site of 
energy production. Bishop and Phillips (2004, p. 6) argue that sustai a ilit  o epts ha e also oke  
do  the post-war consensus on the countryside (see also Hodge, 1999, p. 98). Marsden et al (1993, 
p. 4) interpreted these changing patterns of production and consumption in the countryside as part 
of a restructuring of rural spaces. They pointed to displacement of agricultural productivism  a 
fragmentation of localistic orientations as individual rural communities express their specific 
o su ptio  o  u al de elop e t eeds  Ma sde  et al, , p. ; see also Halfacree, 2007). They 
pointed to an i easi gl  diffe e tiated ou t side  i  hi h la d use planning decisions play a key 
role. The planning system has been criticised as slow to respond to this differentiated countryside. 
Hodge argued: 
The o ld i   as e  diffe e t f o  that i  , a d et i  a  espe ts the 
basic framework which was established after the war for countryside planning has 
e ai ed i ta t  1999, p. 91). 
The next section outlines the Welsh Go e e t s pla i g poli  on One Planet Development and 
how it challenges the dominant rationality of urban containment. 
 
One Planet Development in Wales 
The Welsh Government has a duty to promote sustainable development and has adopted a O e 
Pla et  isio , ased o  usi g o l  ou  fai  sha e of the ea th s esou es  , p. . The 
Government called for Wales to live within its fai  sha e of esou es ithi  the lifetime of a 
ge e atio  p.  a d achieve an ecological footprint of 1.88 gha per capita by 2050 (p. 23), a figure 
e ui ale t to a fai  sha e of the Ea th s esou es1. The challenge is significant, and equates to 
                                                          
1 Galli et al (2012) explain The Ecological Footprint as an accounting tool that enables comparison of direct and 
i di e t hu a  esou e use a d e issio s ith the pla et s e ologi al o  io-capacity, and its capacity for 
renewable resource production and assimilation. The Ecological Footprint and biocapacity are expressed in 
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reducing resource use by around two thirds. This created an opportunity for a more innovative 
approach to planning for the countryside. The Welsh Government was exploring how the planning 
system could adapt to the changing dynamics of the countryside and accommodate o e di e ge t 
a d o tested de elop e t paths  Welsh Go e e t, , p. . Research identified tension 
between significant public support for protection of the countryside from over-development, and the 
need to find space to accommodate new forms of development in rural areas (p. 75). Welsh 
Government also witnessed local attempts at embedding low impact development policies in local 
plans in Wales and elsewhere (Scott, 2001, p. 275) and commissioned research specifically on low 
impact development (Land Use Consultants, 2002). The Welsh Go e e t s the  Environment 
Minister engaged with low impact communities, and is claimed as central to low impact development 
being embedded in planning policy (Jones, 2015, p. 162). A particularly important actor framing the 
introduction of One Planet Development policy was Lammas, the low impact development community 
in West Wales that secured permission u de  a lo alised lo  i pa t de elop e t  pla i g poli  
(Wimbush, 2012). Lammas actively campaigned for change in the planning system: 
The ke  to u de sta di g ou  app oa h lies i  uestio i g the o e p e ise of the 
pla i g s ste …[it] sepa ates out hu a  ha itatio  f o  la d a age e t; it 
reserves the open countryside for agriculture (and forestry) and directs the remainder 
of the population to live within town and village ou da ies  Wi ush, . 
These factors set the scene for Welsh Government to revise its planning policies (Welsh Government, 
2010a, 2010b). Welsh Government added One Planet Developments to the exceptions to restriction 
of new residential development in open countryside. Technical advice defined One Planet 
Development as de elop e t that th ough its low impact either enhances or does not significantly 
diminish e i o e tal ualit  p. . The phrasing is lose to Fai lie s , p. iii  early definition 
of a low impact development, although Fairlie revised this to i lude efe e e to LID ei g allo ed 
in locations where conventional development is not permitted  Fai lie, , p. ; see also Jones, 
2015, p. 119). Technical advice set out Ecological Footprint measures that developments should 
achieve initially and move towards over time. Welsh Government envisioned One Planet Development 
as potentially an e e pla  fo  of sustai a le de elop e t  a, p. 24), given its capacity to 
demonstrate ways in which society might live within environmental limits. 
                                                          
glo al he ta es gha . The WWF , p.  ide tif  that a ou ts al ulate the Ea th s io apa it  i   as 
1.7 gha per person. This figure is then often interpreted as a figure to e attai ed fo  O e Pla et Li i g . The 
figure changes over time depending on various factors. 
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The effect of these documents was to introduce One Planet Developments as a new form  of 
development supported by national planning policy. The Welsh Go e e t s OPD poli  does ot 
esta lish a e  pe a ultu e la d use  (Fairlie, 1996, pp. 51-2), although it does legitimise new, land-
based living in open countryside. Howlett (2017) captures the significance of thesechanges: 
[The Welsh Go e e t s] poli  e e  i luded p o isio  fo  allo i g e tai  lo  
impact developments in open countryside! Not just anything, though – these would 
be something special: trailblazers, prototyping ways to live within our environmental 
ea s  p. … this is a e pla i g that is t a out pla i g  p. . 
The novelty of the policy led Welsh Government to commission a practice guidance document to 
support the policy and assist applicants and planners in preparing and evaluating planning applications 
for One Planet Development (Welsh Government, 2012). The practice guidance is extensive at over 
70 pages, a reflection of the detailed and careful consideration, and extensive regulatory control, that 
One Planet Developments are subject to. The practice guidance focuses on the Ecological Footprint, 
the centrality of a management plan to consideration of planning applications and ongoing monitoring 
of approved developments, and an exit strategy should a development fail to achieve a required 
ecological footprint. The empirical sections of this paper focus on this egi e of p a ti es  Fou ault, 
1991a, p. 75) associated with the approval and ongoing compliance of One Planet Developments with 
a management plan.  
 
Professional and community reactions to One Planet Developments 
 
Atte pts to e ploit u al spa e ill i  so e a eas p o oke i te se o t o e s  a d 
in others will not, but the focus for representations will nearly always be the planning 
s ste .  Ma sde  et al, 1993, p. 127). 
 
Planning systems play an important function of managing contrasting rationalities and reconciling 
competing claims over land – an especially challenging task when stakeholders attach differing cultural 
meanings to land (Owens and Cowell, 2011, p. 22). One Planet Developments, as a a  to e ploit 
rural space , raise particularly interesting differences in how land is understood. Proponents of One 
Planet Developments, and low impact developments generally, exhibit strong cultural attachment to 
land as custodians (Dobson, 2007; Wrench, 2001, p. 3). This may contrast with the views of opponents 
to One Planet Developments in open countryside. This section documents these professional, political 




The Welsh Government policy was warmly welcomed by advocates of One Planet Development, and 
is described by one applicant as a  a azi g poli , eall , a d I a t uite elie e it e ists gi e  the 
political resistance to open ou t side de elop e t . The wider response from professionals has 
been more measured. Fairlie (1996) argues that planners are conditioned to react sceptically to low 
impact proposals. He states: 
 
Ho e e  fa ou a l  pla e s a  ie  a lo  i pa t p oje t in the open countryside, 
however much they accept that the project is a worthy one and a warranted exception 
to the…pla , the  ill still e i li ed to efuse it.  Fai lie, , p. . 
 
Fai lie s easo s are that (1) planners want to ensure that low impact development proposals remain 
low impact following approval, and (2) an approval becomes a precedent, a basis for similar decisions 
in future. Planners, he argues, are ightl  a  a out g a ti g pla i g pe issio  fo  ag i ultu al 
and low impact d elli gs  p. . P ofessio al pla e s  ea tio s to One Planet Development have 
been varied. Some see the policy as open to similar abuse to other exceptions to new residential 
development in open countryside (Gilg and Kelly, 1997). Other planners are genuinely interested in 
exploring a way of sustaining vibrant rural communities, or meeting specific housing needs. One 
applicant recalled their experience of working with their planning case officer: 
 
he  e fi st sta ted this…it see ed like she as ei g e  diffi ult, ut e e si e 
ealised it s as ig a step fo  he  to e o e d a O e Pla et De elop e t [fo  app o al] 
as it is fo  us to appl  
 
Co u ities  ea tio s ha e ee  si ila l  a ied, from support for people trying to establish more 
sustainable lives and businesses, to active resistance to development in the open countryside. There 
are examples where low impact developments in Wales have provoked local community opposition, 
often attributed to a lack of mutual understanding and connection between existing communities and 
new ones (Pickerill, 2016, p. 117; Jones, 2015, p. 137; Scott, 2001, p. 282). Others have documented 
lo als  o e  fo  outside s  o i g i  to build low impact developments (Jones, 2015, p. 162). These 
concerns become particularly acute when locals have been refused planning permission for new 
dwellings in or adjacent to villages, and find it difficult to understand why the planning system fails to 




[Insert figure 1 around here] 
 
Figure 1. Photographs of plot 1 of the four-unit Rhiw Las One Planet Development, now 
named Dan y Berllan (Welsh for Under the Orchard). The dwelling is an oak-framed 
building with straw hay bale walls and lime plaster, clad with Welsh larch. The building is 
zero-carbon in construction and use. It is designed to achieve passive solar gain, includes 
a photovoltaic roof, composting toilet, and biomass stove. Beekeeping and orchard 
produce form the land-based enterprise for this unit. The polytunnel seen in the 
photograph existed on site prior to planning permission for the One Planet Development. 
The building has a more conventional and modern appearance than some other One 
Planet Developments, despite its traditional construction methods. Photograph by Erica 
Thompson and One Planet Council. 
 
The Rhiw Las OPD (see figure 1) usefully illustrates the nature of political and community opposition 
to One Planet Developments, as well as the tensions in introducing a new form of development contra 
to a prevailing rationality. The proposal generated objection from the local community council arguing 
that, despite national planning policy supporting One Planet Development, the proposal conflicted 
with local planning policies and set a precedent for residential development in the open countryside. 
Local objectors raised concerns about the development being out of character  – or effectively out of 
place - in open countryside, and contributing to fragmented patterns of development. The offi e s 
report to planning committee also referred to the local Assembly Member s o e  fo  spo adi  
de elop e ts a oss West Wales . The proposal was refused locally against the professional 
recommendation of the case officer. The concerns from some existing residents that new residents 
ould fail to i teg ate ith the ide  o u it  were also noted in the successful planning appeal 
for Rhiw Las. The Planning Inspector reported: 
 
I a  a a e that so e oppo e ts of the [‘hi  Las] p oposal feel it u fai  that 
development of this kind can be permitted in the countryside, whilst strict controls 
appl  to the lo atio  of othe  housi g  
 
The Pla i g I spe to s decision letter oted that The ie  as e p essed that the OPD poli  
should not give rise to sporadic developments across rural Wales. However, there is no expression of 
a est i tio  o  the o side atio  of OPD p oposals i  these te s ithi  OPD poli  PIN“ appeal 
de isio  . This akes lea  the I spe to s ie  that so lo g as a p oposal is o plia t ith 
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national planning policy, and other factors of access and design are appropriate, that there is no policy 
reason to prevent One Planet Developments from being approved in number across rural Wales. In 
other appeal decisions, Planning Inspectors emphasised OPD as a legitimate exception to restriction 
of new residential development in the open countryside. Councils that have resisted OPD proposals 
have often argued that the proposals conflict with local plan policies on either countryside protection 
or sustainable locations for development based on accessibility and public transport provision. 
Inspectors have nevertheless generally interpreted these concerns about isolated One Planet 
Developments i  the context of land- ased OPD  – i  othe  o ds, the Welsh Go e e t s atio al 
planning policy has created a strong framework enabling the possibility of One Planet Developments. 
It has successfully and swiftly created an exception to an established planning rationality. A number 
of proposals have nevertheless been allowed at appeal, given the balance of local political opposition 
to and support for such proposals. One Planet Developments – as for low impact developments 
generally - therefore appear initially to have had greater success in securing planning permission at 
appeal than through local decision-making (Fairlie, 2009, p. 3). The autho  of the Welsh Go e e t s 
(2012) practice guidance on One Planet Developments stated in interview that local planning 
authorities were increasingly understanding of what One Planet Developments are trying to achieve. 
This, alongside the sharing of experience among applicants and potential applicants, may lead to 
increased success in securing planning permission for One Planet Developments through local 
decision-making processes. Recent decisions appear to support this (see figure 2). 
The Ecological Footprint: measuring  One Planet Living 
This section focuses on one of the principal te h i ues, i st u e talities a d e ha is s  Dea , 
2010, p. 31) used in the governance of One Planet Development – the Ecological Footprint. The 
Ecological Footprint is a measure of resource use increasingly used by government at a variety of 
spatial scales to inform policy development (Galli et al, 2012). Environmental and conservation 
organisations also use the Ecological Footprint to monitor global human impact (WWF, 2016). The 
Ecological Footprint has resonated with government in the United Kingdom, and especially in Wales 
(Collins and Flynn, 2015, p. 92; Flynn, 2010). The Ecological Footprint is a land-focused measure of 
resource use, measured in global hectares (gha). This makes it simpler to grasp than other tools 
measuring environmental capacity – it akes o ple  p o le s u de sta da le  Collins and Flynn, 
2015, p. 9; see also Desai, 2010, p. 16). The Ecological Footprint also has potential for traction in 
disciplines such as planning as it uses units of land as a measurement, although interviewees referred 
to the Ecological Footprint as novel  and not encountered beyond One Planet Developments. Collins 
and Flynn (2015, p. 126) nevertheless point out that The Ecological Footprint is sometimes criticised, 
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particularly as a planning tool. The use of the Ecological Footprint as a regulatory tool, as is the case 
in One Planet Developments, is also arguably unusual and departs from its typical use in informing 
policy (Galli et al, 2012, p. 109). The extension of the Ecological Footprint into regulatory spheres 
reinforces the significance of some criticisms of it as a tool. Some critics note the Ecological Footp i t s 
ude simplification of nature  (Chambers et al, 2000, p. 32). There has also been criticism of 
edu tio ist ta gets  used i  lo al poli ies o  lo  i pa t de elop e ts Jo es, 15, p. 159). Similarly, 
a tool that conveys a sense of technical measurement, objectivity, and precision may obscure the fact 
that selecting a  te h i ue fo  easu i g sustai a ilit  involves power struggles between actors 
(Owens and Cowell, 2011, p. 81). Other critics challenge the application of conventional ecological 
footprint calculators to low impact developments, arguing that land-based living is organised along 
very different lines to the rest of society (Vale and Vale, 2013, p. 264). This criticism points to the need 
for ecological footprint analyses to be adapted to different purposes and land uses (Thorpe, 2015). A 
further challenge is that in regulatory processes such as planning, it is applicants rather than experts 
that are responsible for calculating an Ecological Footprint, which can be challenging given the various 
data and assumptions that underpin the tool. The Ecological Footprint has despite these criticisms 
become central to One Planet Development planning policy in Wales, given that it offers an e pi i al  
means of measuring sustainability to justify development in open countryside (Scott, 2001; Jones 
2015, p. 163). The principal interest in this Foucauldian reading of One Planet Developments is the use 
of The Ecological Footprint as a tool of state governance and surveillance of individuals, as well as the 
self-regulating activities of individuals. 
Welsh Government planning policy sets out footprint thresholds that a One Planet Development must 
meet. A O e Pla et De elop e t should i itiall  a hie e a  e ologi al footp i t of .  gha pe  pe so  
or less in terms of consumption and demonstrate clear potential to move towards 1.88 global hectares 
o e  ti e  Welsh Go e e t, a . This is a defining characteristic of OPD policy – the ability to 
measure a development against a specific benchmark and address the challenge of defining a lo  
impact development  (Fairlie, 1996, p. xiii). A One Planet ecological footprint is challenging to achieve 
in a Western societal context - it requires the average person living a th ee pla et lifest le  in the 
United Kingdom to reduce their consumption by around two thirds (Desai, 2010, p. 19). Projects in 
England demonstrate the ability to reduce a per capita footprint to around 50% below the UK average, 
yet this still exceeds a One Planet earth share (Vale and Vale, 2013, p. 266). Other case studies of low 
carbon communities demonstrate footprints of 2.71 gha (Talbott, 1996), which exceeds the initial level 
required to constitute One Planet Development in Wales. 
The Welsh Government commissioned a One Planet Development ecological footprint calculator to 
support its policy (Thorpe, 2015). This is a critical tool in the regime of practices that regulate One 
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Planet Developments. Applicants can use the spreadsheet-based calculator to calculate a per capita 
footprint as part of a planning application. Ecological footprint data using the calculator has been key 
in informing decisions. The calculator works on basic data entry – based on amounts of money spent 
on consumption of goods and services, including travel – yet the detailed workings and assumptions 
of the model are not always made transparent. Collins and Flynn (2015, p. 12) contrast the simplicity 
with which ecological footprint measures can be grasped with the lack of transparency in the design 
of footprint tools. The detailed workings and assumptions of these tools are not often challenged – 
the te h i al  calculator promotes a belief in the correctness of the numbers produced (see Owens 
et al, 2004). ‘e e t e plo atio  of the Welsh Go e e t s O e Pla et De elop e t al ulato , fo  
example, reveals an error that may underestimate the ecological footprint of approved 
developments2. There is a risk that some schemes have been approved as One Planet Development 
based on an incorrect ecological footprint, and may find it challenging to demonstrate a One Planet 
ecological footprint in future monitoring. 
There is a strong sense of environmental citizenship among proponents and occupants of One Planet 
Developments (Dobson, 2007), with a clear desire to reduce their environmental impact. This is 
acknowledged by planners who speak of proposers of One Planet Developments as genuine and 
committed. The critical test for a One Planet Development, however, is achieving 2.4 gha per capita 
initially and adhering to 1.88 gha per capita over time. These compare with an average ecological 
footprint in Wales of 3.28 gha per capita (Stockholm Environment Institute, 2015). Footprint figures 
for One Planet Developments vary considerably (see figure 2), and in some cases widely varying figures 
are reported for the same development. A dismissed appeal at Llechryd claimed EFA figures of 2.22 
gha per capita and potential to reach 1.93 gha per person. Documentation for other OPDs shows 
significantly lower gha per capita figures. An appeal was allowed at Trecwnc for an OPD with an 
estimated EFA figure of 1.34 gha per person. The information submitted with the multi-unit Rhiw Las 
planning application identified an existing per capita ecological footprint of 3.86 gha for one unit, 
reducing to 2.38 gha on first habitation – marginally under the Welsh Government threshold - and 
progressing to 1.05-1.09 gha once the OPD was fully established. The Rhiw Las applicants, appreciating 
the importance of evidence to planning decisions, had for years already monitored their consumption 
and expenditure. Their figures therefore assumed greater credibility. Documents for Rhiw Las also 
explained why projected EFA figures were so low, arguing that limited household income from land-
based activities of £3000-£5000 per annum dictated limited consumption (see also Pickerill and 
                                                          
2 The calculator erroneously takes a national per capita footp i t easu e fo  sha ed se i es  hi h e e o e 
in society bears the footprint for – e.g. defence spending – and divides it by the number of people proposing to 
live in the One Planet Development. The figure should not be divided as a per capita figure. Welsh Government 
commissioned some sensitivity analysis of the error. 
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Maxey, 2009b, p. 1533). Low ecological footprints for OPDs have not necessarily attracted scrutiny, 
yet some cases have caused planners to question the basis on which figures are calculated. For 
example, a report for the retrospective planning application for a single unit OPD at Nant y Cwm Farm 
adjusted EFA figures from an initial planned 1.75 gha per person to 0.98 gha per person. The Cou il s 
pla i g o ittee e p essed o e  that the e te t of the adjust e t asts considerable doubt 
o e  the a u a  of the figu es used to al ulate thei  footp i t pe  apita  / /‘ET . 
 
[Insert figure 2 around here] 
 
In addition to the ecological footprint figures and forecasts, applicants for One Planet Developments 
are also required to expend o side a le ti e a d esou es  ge e ati g the e ide e e ui ed to 
make a planning application for a One Planet Development (PINS appeal reference 2197634). Other 
appeal decisions have also emphasised the need for evidence to be give   a o pete t pe so  or 
to be independently verified: 
 
Whilst I a k o ledge that OPD  its atu e does ot p o ide a la ge i o e a d the 
cost of professional surveys are expensive, I consider that some aspects of the 
Management Plan require input from competent persons such as ecologists and 
t a spo t e pe ts to p o ide the o ust data that is e ui ed  PINs appeal efe e e 
2226200 and 2226208). 
 
In the case at Llanon the appellant had prepared supporting evidence themselves with a degree of 
professio al suppo t. The Pla i g I spe to  e e theless uestio ed the la k of i pa tial 
p ofessio al i put  to the ate ial p ese ted, hi h the I spe to  oted aises dou ts a out 
possible over-opti is  in relation to the performance of the development, and its likely Ecological 
Footprint (PINS reference 2184276). Jones (2015, p. 14) similarly identified the tendency of the 
planning system to depend on consultants to produce or verify knowledge. She also points out the 
seemingly insatiable appetite of planners for ever more information prior to making a decision to 
approve a low impact development (p. 169).  
 
The Ecological Footprint, then, has been adopted as a critical tool in the governance of One Planet 
Developments. It offers a means of addressing an individual s o  a fa il s consumption and 
environmental impacts and renders these visible into a single measurable and calculable figure. That 
figure is then a critical element in a proposal qualifying as a One Planet Development when assessed 
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against planning policy. Later sections identify that the calculator does not only play a role in the 
securing of planning permission, but becomes a tool for the ongoing self-go e a e of i di iduals  
lives. In governmentality terms, the Ecological Footprint and its associated tools become critical 
i st u e ts i  shapi g i di iduals  o du t. 
 
Lifestyles, norms and standards 
 
go e e t e tails a  atte pt to shape ith so e deg ee of deli e atio  aspe ts of 
our behaviour according to particular sets of norms  Dea , , p. , emphasis added). 
 
Achieving a One Planet ecological footprint is closely associated with lifestyle factors (Wackernagel 
and Rees, 1996, p. 11; Holden et al, 2015, p. 11420). Living within a One Planet ecological footprint 
implies adopting a lifestyle – or more accurately a livelihood - that is radically different from typical 
high-consumption, Western lifestyles (Thorpe, 2015). Indeed, one of the more interesting facets of 
One Planet Development in directing people towards more sustainable lifestyles is its direct address 
of and intervention in the detailed behaviours and activities of individuals and families. It shapes or 
o du ts  people s o du t i  a e  di e t a . It contrasts with other forms of encouraging more 
sustainable behaviours, such as providing more sustainable opportunities for travel. These may enable 
a more sustainable lifestyle, yet they do not direct it in the way that One Planet Developments can. 
Nevertheless, lifestyle is reflected in and shaped by the form of housing typical of One Planet 
Developments. Housing design has in some cases has caused planners concern. For example, the Nant 
y Cwm Farm OPD was initially recommended for refusal by planners for a variety of reasons, including 
that p oposed li i g a a ge e ts…fail to eet i i u  housi g sta da ds  / /‘ET . 
Cou il pla e s a k o ledged the u o e tio al  desig  of the d elli g, et a gued that asi  
health and well-being standards needed to be adhered to. External toilet and washing facilities, 
separate to the main dwelling, have caused Planning Inspectors concern, as have other aspects of the 
physical and living arrangements of planned OPD dwellings. These concerns were evident in early 
appeal decisions on Corner Wood he e the I spe to  oted the p o isio  of fa ilities fo  pe so al 
hygiene would be inadequate by any reasonable standards  PIN“ appeal efe e e , 
emphasis added). The same Inspector also explored what constitutes ade uate spa e fo  living and 
sleepi g as a fa il , a d o luded that the e as i ade uate p i a  i  the ho e pa ti ula l  as 
adults and children would li e a d sleep i  the sa e spa e . The Inspector noted that a One Planet 
life may mean living quite differently, yet this does ot ea  that poo  ualit  ho es a e 
a epta le . The I spe to s epo t e eals a se ies of o s a out privacy and how people should 
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live within their homes (see Foucault, 1978, p. 144, and also Howell, 2007, p. 299) – in this case 
implying that it is not appropriate for children of a certain age to sleep in the same room as adults, 
presumably due to other (sexual) activities that also take place in bedrooms. We see in these cases an 
example of state concern for the living arrangements, behaviour and well-being of individuals, even 
though they occur in the private spaces of the home (Huxley, 2018, p. 219). This is illustrative of the 
pastoral power that Foucault identified, and that finds its expression in the modern concern for 
i di iduals  ell-being, health and protection, and welfare (Foucault, 1994b, p. 332-334). These 
illustrations highlight that planning and governmentality is an ethical and a  i te sel  o al a ti it  
(Dean, 2010, p. 19) in which individuals and their lifestyles are measured against benchmarks or 
normalised practices of how we think people should live, behave and conduct themselves (see Huxley, 
2002, p. 145).  
 
Compliance, monitoring and exit strategies 
 
Whilst the Welsh Go e e t suppo ts the p i iple of lo  i pa t de elop e t, it 
places emphasis on the need to ensure it is properly controlled  PIN“ appeal 
reference 2190452, emphasis added). 
 
The ea lie  se tio  of this pape  outli ed Fou ault s e p ession of governmentality as being concerned 
with ho  to e uled, ho  st i tl ,  ho , to hat e d,  hat ethods  Fou ault, , p. 
202). This section explores three issues related to compliance of One Planet Developments with 
requirements set out in planning policy. These each address questions of control, but also speak to 
the matter of how planning shapes the conduct of those living in One Planet Developments, the 
ethods a d tools used, a d the state s p epa ed ess to appl  these ethods. The first issue is the 
pote tial fo  the Welsh Go e e t s pla i g poli  to p o ote a shift f o  et ospe ti e to 
prospective planning applications for low impact and permaculture developments. The second issue 
focuses on the processes and mechanisms required to provide evidence of ongoing compliance of a 
development with One Planet Ecological Footprint thresholds. The third issue explores the potential 
outcomes if a One Planet Development repeatedly fails to meet the threshold Ecological Footprint 
measures to o stitute a O e Pla et De elop e t . The emphasis in all three sections is on planning 
as a form of governmentality designed to shape the regulated and self-regulated activities and 
behaviours of individuals, and a questioning of the capacity of government to regulate such 




Embracing counter-conduct: from retrospective to prospective planning regulation 
 
Pla i g oth e ou te s a d alls fo th esista es to its pa ti ula  e e ises of 
governmentality, inciting and enacting counter-conducts that are refusals to be governed 
like that  Hu le , , p. . 
 
Many eco-homes in Britain have been constructed without planning permission by people hoping 
that the  ill ot e dis o e ed  (Pickerill, 2016, p. 130). In the Brithdir Mawr case, West Wales, its 
owner argued he ould e tai l  ha e ee  de ied pe issio , had e asked fo  it  (Wrench, 2001, 
p. 3; see also Scott, 2001, p. 277). Some low impact developers choose not to engage with the planning 
system, dissuaded by the considerable investment and uncertainty associated with it (Jones, 2015, p. 
230). Even in cases where supportive low impact development planning policies are in place, 
de elope s ha e opted fo  the t ied a d tested oute of uildi g fi st and seeking retrospective 
pla i g pe issio  due to restrictive interpretation of those policies (Maxey, 2009a, p. 69). These 
actions can be read as fo s of ou te - o du t  a d resistance to planning s efforts to control land 
use (Huxley, 2018, p. 211), and in this case confine the population to designated settlement 
boundaries. The retrospective pathway of many low impact development applications also reinforces 
pla e s  ie s that poli ies a e ope  to a use a d e ploitatio . In governmentality terms, people 
e plo i g lo  i pa t li i g i  the ou t side a  fall i to pla e s  defi itio s of i di iduals a d 
populatio s p o le atized as haoti  a d u o t olled  Hu le , , p. ; see also Cohen, 1985, 
p. 1). There are instances where unauthorised low impact dwellings in the countryside have escalated 
into protracted disputes between the residents and planners. The One Planet Development Policy is 
especially interesting in this sense when viewed through a Foucauldian lens – the policy can read as a 
means of extending the reach and sphere of government to a form of development and a population 
that has historically been problematic for planning. The policy offers the scope for living in open 
countryside, and doing so legitimately, but at the cost of the extension of regulation into the details 
of i di iduals  e e da  li es. 
 
Some recent schemes have applied for planning permission prospectively. Lammas is often celebrated 
as the U ited Ki gdo s first eco-village to secure planning permission prospectively (Maxey, 2009b, 
p. 21; Pickerill, 2016, pp. 127-8; Jones, 2015). The Welsh Go e e t s pla i g poli  a  p o ote 
more low impact developments to be made in advance of development, and provides a legitimate, 





deali g ith people that the  thi k a e t i g to u k the s ste , ut a o e that eads 
O e Pla et k o s ou a t u k the s ste …a d he  pla e s ealise that, the  
become ve  espe tful of it  
 
The appli a t s state e t efe s to ho  the policy makes considerable demands on applicants and 
residents. It places emphasis on proving in advance that a development will meet stringent criteria – 
what one applicant referred to as the sig ifi a t halle ge of trying to prove the future  - and then 
requires evidence of compliance on an ongoing basis.  
 
Recording evidence of compliance with a One Planet lifestyle 
 
The halle ge of t i g to p o e the futu e  –providing assurance about how one will live on and 
manage a One Planet Development - is complemented by an additional requirement of providing 
regular evidence that a development is a One Planet Development. The management plan is an 
important document in considering an OPD planning application, and performs a central role in its 
ongoing compliance and monitoring. The management plan – aligned to Ecological Footprint 
measures – has in several cases been a way of enabling a OPD to proceed despite regulators  
uncertainties about whether the development will be successful, given that failure of the scheme at 
some future point means that an exit strategy can be implemented. For example, the Nant y Cwm 
application and the Corner Wood appeal included deliberations over the future life cycle of the family 
involved and whether a One Planet ecological footprint could be maintained in future, focusing on the 
possibility of increasing consumption as younger members of the family grew up, or the impact on the 
per capita Ecological Footprint as children departed. The management plan, ecological footprint and 
exit strategy enabled uncertainties to be deferred to some future point for consideration. It allows 
some of the challenges on the applicant of t i g to p o e the futu e  to e add essed at late  stages, 
and it also allows a development to proceed despite incomplete knowledge or understanding on the 
part of decision makers, given that the risk falls principally on the applicant or occupant to prove 
compliance with the poli s e ui e e ts. It is the i defi ite a ual epo ti g a d o ito i g of O e 
Planet Developments that requires significant input from both occupants and the local planning 
authority. Figure 3 shows a selection of the annual monitoring requirements for a One Planet 
Development, a d illust ates the pe et atio  of egulatio  i to e e  the s allest details of e e da  
life  Fou ault, , p. . The management plan and self-completion reporting mechanisms are 
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illustrative of subjects becoming active in their own government (Rose, 1999, p. 142; Dean, 2010, p. 
19; Faubion (2014, p. 6). 
 
[Insert figure 3 around here] 
 
People s e pe tatio s a d e pe ie es of monitoring varied considerably. Some interpreted the 
monitoring requirements as onerous, excessive and ultimately impractical: 
 
if the e had ee  a othe  a  to do it… e a  ot ha e hose  to do the O e Pla et 
poli  e ause the e s so u h e o d keepi g a d o ito i g…I a t possi l  e 
writing down every item of food that I buy for five years, every day – ou d e e  get 
anything else done  
 
Other interviewees shared such concerns initially, yet by exploring with others the practical day-to-
day requirements of recording details of their Ecological Footprint had arrived at a more pragmatic 
understanding of what the planning system demands: 
 
o e of the o ies as a out keepi g e o ds, the footp i ti g tool ou e got to 
o plete…No  I e see  it, I ealise it s just like doi g ou  ta , if ou keep o  top of it. 
At fi st the e e e a lot o  u ou s, oh, ou e got to eigh a d e o d e e  egeta le . 
I  ealit , it does t o k like that. You ha e to o ito , ut that ould e i possi le  
 
Documenting evidence of living a One Planet lifestyle was identified as important as actually living it 
– it demands that occupants not only have the capacity to live a One Planet life, but also have the 
capacity to assemble the evidence for it. Jones (2015, p. 171) has described this as the demand to 
feed the u eau ati  a hi e  of the pla i g s ste . Pi ke ill , p.  si ila l  a gues that 
the Lammas eco- illage, hile ot a O e Pla et De elop e t, e ai s u de  hea  su eilla e f o  
the state  to e su e o plia e ith pla i g e ui e e ts. There is an irony that in seeking 
simplicity and freedom by adopting a low-impact, land-based livelihood (Wrench, 2001, p. 108), OPD 
residents subject themselves to a level of monitoring by the planning system that exceeds probably 
any other form of residential property. An applicant captured this point: 
 
the easu e e t side [of OPD] is eall  i po ta t, ut the easu e e t side is also 
the eall  halle gi g it fo  people e ause ou e got to easu e hat ou do, ou 
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k o , a d e e ot used to ei g easu ed. We like to thi k e re free  (emphasis 
added) 
 
The interviewee echoes Anderson s (2017, p. 193) uestio i g of hethe  e osophi al  o u ities 
a  e e  eall  es ape a a  f o  the ultu al alues a d supe st u tu al dis ipli a  easu es 
(including surveillance and monitoring) of the mai st ea . Applicants and occupants nevertheless 
accepted that the restrictions and monitoring were part of living in an exceptional form of 
development, and even comprised justifi atio  to e e o e else  for living in open countryside. 
Faubion (2014, p. 6), drawing upon Foucault, reminds us that our freedom is always conditioned and 
sometimes constrained by power relations – a freedom that in this case is literally conditioned by 
pla i g egulatio s. The appli a t s uote a o e also eso ates ith Dea s , p.  a gu e t 
that go e e t o ks th ough p a ti es of f eedo  and states of do i atio . Another occupant 
of a One Planet Development identified that annual monitoring was fundamental to achieving One 
Planet Developments - that it enabled a particular form of living in the countryside: 
I ould sa , oh, I do t thi k it s fai  that e e o ito ed a uall , ut the  if ou e 
not monitored annually how on earth could you possibly put that policy in place?...It s 
totally ridiculous and totall  e essa .  
 
The significant emphasis placed on compliance with the management plan is likely to be moderated 
by the capacity of the planning system to monitor compliance. Planning authorities will require the 
resource and expertise to effectively monitor compliance of a One Planet Development. The 
monitoring will need to be carried out effectively if any failure to comply is to be the basis for exit or 
enforcement action. The capacity of the planning system to ensure compliance with the requirements 
of a One Planet Development may be affected by the ineffectiveness of organisations in implementing 
systems for monitoring and surveillance (Harris, 2011; Ball and Haggerty, 2005, p. 136). In the Nant y 
Cwm retrospective application, the Cou il oted that the ke  issue is hethe  the Lo al Pla i g 
Authority can reliably monitor their progress if consent is given so that a true One Planet Development 
lifest le is p a ti ed  (Committee report 13/1064/RET). One potential consequence of monitoring is 
that it reveals that a development is failing to achieve One Planet living, and thereby does not meet 
the thresholds for being an exception to the restriction on new houses in the countryside, which is 





Exit strategies: anticipating failure  of a One Planet Development 
 
Planning permission provides important security for One Planet Development occupants (Maxey, 
2009a, p. 22). Interviewees referred to the importance of One Planet Development policy as a way of 
living legally on the land. This security has become increasingly important as low impact developments 
are more commonly undertaken on a permanent basis (Pickerill and Maxey, 2009b, p. 1521). A 
planning permission for OPD is a full planning permission and not a temporary permission, sometimes 
used to cater for experimental proposals (Fairlie, 1996, p. 116). A One Planet Development is 
nevertheless conceptually similar to temporary use by being tied on a continuing basis to compliance 
with a One Planet ecological footprint. In the words of one applicant, ou ha e to e monitored 
fo e e , asi all , ou e e  get pe a e t pe issio  fo  these ki ds of de elop e ts . The security 
that planning permission provides for an approved One Planet Development is therefore always 
contingent. A One Planet Development does not have the enduring property rights enjoyed by more 
conventional forms of housing. Residents of One Planet Developments therefore face sizeable risks, 
i ludi g e it pote tial  t igge ed  epeated failu e to adhe e to the a age e t pla  a d 
threshold ecological footprints (Pickerill, 2016, p. 235; Howlett, 2017, p. 30). A planner argued that for 
One Planet Developments: 
 
the e s al a s that th eat of it having to stop… hat ou e asi all  sa i g to the 
applicant is ou e got to i est i  this, ou e i esting your life into this. You always 
ha e that a e ha gi g o e  ou  head, e ause if ou do t ake it o k, it ight ha e 
to go  
 
This lea es ope  the uestio  that Fou ault aised of ho  st i tl  o e is to e go e ed Foucault, 
1994a, p. 202). The decision whether to enforce against a failing One Planet Development is primarily 
one for local councils. It is a discretionary consideration and a local planning authority can decide 
whether and to what extent to enforce. Some interviewees anticipated planners would be flexible in 
dealing ith failu es , e pe ti g planners to be ag eea le  a d see that people were making an 
effo t . Others argued that the policy is innovative and recent, and that flexibility will be needed to 
address unforeseen issues arising as developments take place. The Welsh Government practice 
guidance includes opportunity for OPD residents whose development is indicating failure to get their 
s he es a k o  t a k , athe  tha  fa e a upt a tio  to i oke a  e it st ateg . This e hoes 
Fou ault s , p.  efe e e to dis ipli e, o e tio  a d t ai i g, e a li g i di iduals a d 
communities in this case to correct their behaviours and achieve a One Planet footprint. Actions in the 
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e e t of epeated failu e of a O e Pla et De elop e t a e a ti ipated i  the appli a t s a age e t 
plan. Exit strategies do not necessarily have to return land to its condition prior to the development, 
particularly as the quality of the land will often have improved due to the development. A key focus 
for exit strategies is dealing with the residential or business component of the development, rather 
than any agricultural or permaculture elements. The Rhiw Las exit strategy, for example, proposed 
returning land to agricultural use should the exit strategy be triggered. The applicants pointed out that 
this would necessitate regular vehicular trips to the site, and therefore be less sustainable than 
residential One Planet Living on site. The uncertainty about future actions to secure compliance is 
further compounded by other uncertainties about how such a recent policy and novel form of 
development will work out in future – for example, interviewees expressed uncertainty about the 
ability to remain on the land in older age, or the ability to sell on a One Planet Development at some 
future point. This highlights that a One Planet Development is always contingent on future 
circumstances, and in a way that occupants of other forms of residential development do not usually 
have to consider.  
 
Discussion: One Planet Development as an exercise in governmentality 
The Welsh Go e e t s pla i g poli  is a  exceptional policy in more than one sense. It provides 
an exception to a well-established rationality that restricts new residential development in open 
countryside, and has enabled a legitimate way for people to live a sustainable livelihood previously 
constrained by the planning system. This discussion section draws together the various themes, 
insights and interpretations that a Foucauldian governmentality perspective offers in relation to One 
Planet Development. The first of these is the exploration of how established planning rationalities 
work. One Planet Development Policy both challenges and reinforces the long-established rationality 
of u a  o tai e t. O e Pla et De elop e t is a  e eptio  to that atio alit , et it is a a efull  
defined exception that enables new forms of development to be located in open countryside without 
undermining the overall rationality of containment. It is difficult to anticipate what the policy may 
mean for the long-term future of living in the countryside, yet it does experiment with and open up 
the possibility or potential for a radically different countryside. Foucault was famously resistant to 
prediction in his work, arguing that his work often only explored potentials rather than predictions, 
and emphasised the importance of contingent factors (see Foucault, 1991b, pp. 58-60). Nevertheless, 
the case study reveals some success in at least challenging and reconstituting the dominant rationality 
of urban containment. The second theme is the importance of the spatial context of One Planet 
development in explaining the tools and techniques used to regulate it. Huxley (2008, p. 1644) 
ide tifies the e t alit  of spa e to the fu tio i g of po e  i  Fou ault s o k (see also Foucault, 
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1994b, p. 352). The spatial location of One Planet Development in the open countryside and contrary 
to the rationality of urban containment is critical to explaining the various tools and instruments 
planning applies to the residents of One Planet Developments. One resident captured this issue 
particularly well: 
 
If ou a t to uild a house o  a pie e of la d he e it s ee  est i ted fo  the past 
century, there have to be extraordinary circumstances that allow that to happen, and so 
I guess the e eated the e t ao di a  i u sta es that ou ha e to eet  
(emphasis added) 
So, it is the exception to a spatial and distributive ule  that legiti ises the e eptio al and 
extraordinary means by which One Planet Developments are controlled. This exceptional regime of 
controls is the third key theme. The Ecological Footprint measure, the associated footprint calculator, 
and the requirement for annual monitoring clearly enhance what Dean (2010, p. 41) describes as the 
field of isi ilit  of go e e t . The anagement plans for each One Planet Development provide 
detailed insight into the consumption and other practices of the intended residents – from what food 
they will grow and eat, how much energy they will use, how often and to where they will travel, how 
many people will live there and visit, as well as the means by which they will manage and assimilate 
their waste products. This is an extraordinary set of arrangements for the conducting of others and 
the self, a e a ka le fo  of ad i ist atio  o e  the wa  people li e  Fou ault, , p. 329). 
These tools and techniques also enable a form of pastoral power to be exerted by regulators, 
reinforcing the idea of planning as an intensely ethical and moral activity. The final theme of this 
section is the productive, rather than controlling, feature of governmentality. The One Planet 
Development policy echoes Certomà s (2015, p. 28) description of go e e talit  as a p o ess that 
– while controlling things and people up to the finest detail – is not necessarily repressive or predatory 
i  ki d . One Planet Development policy and the schemes it has enabled on the ground exemplify the 
dou le-edged  atu e of the state a d the te sio  et ee  opp essio  a d efo  Hu le , , 
p. 217, citing Yiftachel, 1998, p. 400). The One Planet Development policy can be interpreted as a 
p og essi e poli , p o pted i  pa t  ea lie  i sta es of ou te - o du t  Hu le ,  as the 
planning system worked out how to address unauthorised developments in open countryside that 
contravened established planning rationalities of containment, yet nevertheless aligned with various 
policy goals of a government with a statutory duty to pursue sustainable development. Foucault 
(1977, p. 194) was keen to emphasise that power is not simply negative, but also productive in that 
po e  p odu es  see also Fl je g a d ‘i ha dso , , p. . Po e  i  this ase has p odu ed a 
legitimate and authorised means of living a permaculture existence in open countryside, subject to 
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the acceptance of restrictions and monitoring. Foucauldian analysis focuses our attention on the 
simultaneously controlling and enabling character of governmental rationalities (Huxley, 2007, p. 
195). Welsh Government OPD policy has effectively side-lined the argument used to refuse many 
earlier LID proposals that they contravened strict local planning policies, yet has done so by producing 
a form or order on a previously problematic form of development that has conflicted with established 
planning discourses. It has done this by establishing at national level a policy framework that 
legitimises OPD in the open countryside. This framework enables people proposing One Planet 
Developments – and wanting to live a One Planet life - to argue their case within the context of 
planning principles and criteria. They can now justify their schemes within the parameters of the 
planning system (see Scott, 2001, p. 282) and live sustainably on the land, even if it is under 




The central aim of this paper was to explore how the planning system regulates new and novel forms 
of sustainable development, and ways of sustainable living, that nevertheless conflict with established 
planning rationalities. This closing section concludes with two key points. The first is the potential of 
One Planet Development to provide wider lessons about progress towards sustainability, and living 
within environmental limits (Thorpe, 2015). The Welsh Government claims One Planet Development 
to potentiall  e a  e e pla  fo  of sustai a le de elop e t  a, p. . The e are 
nevertheless important limitations to One Planet Development as an interpretation of sustainability 
that can challenge current practices (Owens and Cowell, 2011, p. 21). The very specific requirements 
placed on One Planet Developments in Wales arise from the exception to the traditional constraints 
on new residential development in the open countryside. The requirements are considered so 
challenging that only a small number of proposals are likely to come forward, with few people having 
the energy, skills and commitment to promote a successful One Planet Development through the 
planning system. The number of One Planet Developments in Wales is presently small, yet the Welsh 
Gover e t s poli  illust ates a  alte ati e isio  of a sustai a le ou t side, a ou t side where 
people a e a k o  the la d , li i g ithi  the pla et s esou es, a d e ha i g the iodi e sit  a d 
landscape qualities of the countryside. Yet the traditional conception of the countryside that has 
dominated planning ideas for the past seventy years still shows itself as embedded in the views of 
some elected members and local communities. The policy has usefully established living sustainably 
and within a One Planet ecological footprint as a legitimate exception to long-established planning 
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controls over new residential development in open countryside. The Welsh Go e e t s poli  has, 
to a  e te t, a aged to shift de ate e o d the stage he e e pe i ents in low impact 
development are strangled at birth by planning measures which are designed to prevent the 
p olife atio  of high i pa t de elop e t  Fai lie, , p. . Yet, to use Fai lie s la guage he e, 
e eed to e a i e the pla i g s ste s ole in preventing or promoting high impact development. 
One Planet Development in Wales underlines the stark difference between those trying to limit their 
environmental impacts through One Planet Living – and their acceptance of extraordinary scrutiny and 
regulation of their lifestyles through the planning system to achieve this – and the freedoms that 
others have to continue pursue unsustainable, three-planet lifestyles and behaviours. There is still a 
great deal to do to transform One Planet Development beyond the examples highlighted above if it is 
to ge ui el  e o e a  e e pla  fo  of sustai a le de elop e t .  
The second key point relates to the pape s academic contribution. The paper was positioned as one 
that explored the policy and practice of One Planet Development using a critical, Foucauldian lens. 
Using this lens, and adopting the concept of governmentality in particular, has shown that it can be a 
useful way of interrogating practices that challenge dominant rationalities within the planning system. 
The f a e o k akes lea  that pla i g is a egi e of p a ti es  – policies, processes, tools, 
evaluations, evidence gathering, and monitoring - concerned as much with people s o du t a d 
eha iou  as it is ith the si ple o t ol of la d use a d de elop e t. Fou ault s o k i gs 
together the analysis of discourses and rationalities with exploration of these detailed tools, 
mechanisms and practices used to articulate the , alo gside the i pa ts these ha e o  people s 
behaviours. Indeed, one of the key contributions of the paper has been to relate established 
rationalities – and, more importantly, exceptions to them – to detailed instruments of scrutiny, 
monitoring and control, including those that require individuals and families to extraordinarily account 
for their lifestyles and consumption practices. There is scope for further critical exploration of how 
e eptio s  a  e used to eate spa e to do thi gs diffe e tl , and how such exceptions open up 
opportunities to regulate lives in different ways. I h , p.  efe s to Fou ault s o ks as 
p o idi g a tool o  fo  pla i g theo . We eed to o ti ue to use that tool o  as a a  of 
unpacking what goes on in planning policy and practice, and better understanding the a ts of 
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Figure 2. One Planet Developments in Wales to June 2018 in chronological order. The table is based on information collated by the One Planet Council and 




Planning History Number of units Form of development, activity, business etc Ecological footprint 
estimates per capita 
Tir Sisial, Cwm 
Wyre, Llanrhystud 
Temporary permission 
in November 2011, full 
permission secured in 
2017 
One household unit of 
two people 
45 acre site, timber and woodcrafts, 
horticulture, livestock, land-based 
photography 
Various calculators with 
varying outputs – 2.4 gha to 
3.37 gha on occupation, 
reducing to 1.88 gha 
Nant y Cwm Farm, 
Rudry, Caerphilly 
Retrospective planning 




6.6 hectares of mixed pasture and woodland, 
livestock and produce agricultural business 
1.54 gha existing reducing to 
1.17 gha 







household of four, two 
adults and two 
children 
7.5 acre plot. Various activities including bee-
keeping, honey and preserves, cut flowers, 
agricultural produce, educational activity etc.  
2.32 gha on application and 
planned reduction to 0.5gha 




Approved by local 
planning authority in 
February 2015 
Single household, two 
persons 
5.1 acre smallholding of two fields. Agro-
forestry. Tree planting and seeds, educational 
activity, horticulture, natural crafts. 
Present 3.71gha, 2.76gha 
after year one on site, 






permission granted at 
appeal in July 2015 
Single household of 
two adults and a child, 
living adjacent to 
extended family in a 
separate property 
Permaculture and horticulture, fish, fruit, 
livestock, vegetables, woodcrafts, fruit 
desserts 
Estimated at 1.34 gha at 






granted by local 
planning authority in 
January 2016 
Single household of 
two adults 
4 acres, organic plant-based products, apples, 
soft fruit, cosmetics, chocolates, land-based 
courses 
Estimated at 2.33 gha 
currently, reducing to 1.2 gha 
at year 5 
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Rhiw Las, Whitland, 
Carmarthenshire 
Refused contrary to 
officer-
recommendation and 
then allowed at appeal 
in June 2016 
Multiple unit proposal 
of four separate units. 
One household of two 
adults, and three 
households of two 
adults and between 
one and three 
children. Total of 13 
people. 
Different activities for each plot, including 
range of bee-keeping and bee products, 
cheese-making, instrument-making, organic 
vegetable box scheme. 
Varies by household, but 
anticipated average of 1.63 
gha at first habitation, and 
average of 0.91 gha at year 5 
Golwg y Gwenyn Prospective application 
approved by local 
planning authority in 
July 2016 
Single household of 
two adults and one 
child, reference to up 
to two children 
3 acre smallholding, egg production and honey 
production, training and consultancy for land-
based enterprises 
Baseline of 2.27 gha, 1.64 gha 
at first habitation and 1.08 
gha in year 5 




approved by local 
planning authority in 
August 2016 
Single household of 
two adults 
4.1 acre smallholding, horticultural produce 
including mushroom growing, tree-growing, 
bee-keeping, dove rental for special occasions 
Baseline of 5.22 gha, 3.23 gha 
at year one and 1.40 gha at 
year 5 




application refused and 
approved on an appeal 
against enforcement 
action in November 
2016 
Single household of 
one adult and two 
children 
Former part of farm, with proposal comprising 
6.73 acres, proposed smallholding and 
permaculture activities. Goats cheese, seeds, 
training in land-based management with 
horses. 
Baseline of 1.85 gha and 
reducing to 1.25 gha at year 5 




approved by the local 
planning authority in 
December 2016. 
Single household of 
two adults 
3.32 hectares smallholding, woodcrafts, edible 
wild foods, fruit-based wine and cider, courses 
and workshops 
2.03 gha at year one, and 






approved by the local 
planning authority in 
September 2017 
Single household of 
two adults 
2.1 acre site, willow production, garlic and 
mushroom production, crafts and soaps, 
education and training 
Baseline of 3.34 gha reducing 
to 1.98 gha on first habitation 







approved by local 
planning authority in 
March 2018 
Single household of 
two adults 
Site of 1.96 acres, linked to 15 acres of 
woodland. Woodland business, timber 
production, charcoal production, tree nursery, 
woodland management training, woodland 
ecotherapy 
Baseline of 1.43 gha, 






approved by local 
planning authority in 
March 2018 
Single household of 
two adults and two 
children 
Site of 5.1 hectares, apple juice, soft fruits, 
tree nursery, beekeeping, natural aromatics 
and skincare products 
Baseline of 2.23 gha, 
reducing at year 5 to 1.2 gha 




approved by local 
planning authority in 
March 2018 
Single person 8.5 acres of land comprising grazing land and 
woodland. Woodland management, coppicing, 
rustic furniture production, craft and drum 
making courses 
Ecological footprint figures 








The minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all 
occupants are met from produce grown and 
reared on the site or purchased using income 
derived from other products grown and reared 
on the site 
(a) Annual reporting of food production 
consumed by household 
(b) Annual reporting of spend on other food 
The minimum income needs of all occupants 
are met from income derived from land use 
activities on the site 
(a) Annual household income and costs 
reporting 
Income derived from other land-based 
enterprises, such as training and education 
courses of consultancy, remain subsidiary to 
the primary activity of growing and reading 
produce 
(a) Annual reporting on the total value of 
produce grown and reared on the site 
compared with income derived from other 
land-based enterprises 
All water needs are met from water available 
on-site (unless there is a more sustainable 
alternative) 
(a) Annual reporting on use of water sources 
(amount used from each source), including 
abstraction from water bodies (surface and 
ground water) 
(b) Annual reporting on ground and surface 
water levels (reported every month) 
There is a significant reduction in transport 
impacts from all activities on site in comparison 
ith t pi al  le els fo  the u e  of 
occupants and activities on site 
(a) Annual monitoring of all trips to and from 
the site by purpose, distance, mode, and any 
transport sharing 
(b) Annual assessment of the transport impact 
of the site against the Transport Assessment 
Strategy and Travel Plan. 
 
Figure 3. Selected targets and indicators used in annual monitoring reports for One Planet 
Developments, extracted from the Welsh Government (2012) practice guidance on One Planet 
Developments. The practice guidance has over 30 targets, as well as over 20 indicators which require 
annual monitoring, reporting or assessment. The p a ti e guida e as ie ed as d a o ia  i itiall , 
including by its author, yet is now considered to have proven itself as a robust framework for devising, 
assessing and approving One Planet Developments. 
 
